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The new Re-HEAT process from Gallagher has municipalities taking note of this pavement preservation technique

Municipalities and other agencies are taking a closer look at hot in-place recycling (HIR) thanks to a new process by
Gallagher Asphalt Corp., located in Thornton, IL. This next step for HIR can recycle 100% of the existing pavement
without having to add an overlay, and it can do this for about 30% less cost. The Gallagher Recycled Hot Emulsified
Asphalt Treatment — or Re-HEAT — system can also reduce the carbon footprint by 63% compared to a traditional
mill-and-fill.
Re-HEAT is comprised of three pieces of equipment: two self-propelled all-wheel-drive propane-fired pre-heaters
followed by a processing unit. Coming in at just over 120 feet long, the total length of the two machines, allows the Re1
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HEAT system to be used in municipal settings typically not feasible with other HIR systems.

How Re-HEAT works
The Re-HEAT train begins with the tandem pre-heaters gradually heating the existing asphalt pavement to 300 degrees
F.
“This will be done in stages, as the preheaters develop a heating pattern — similar to a rolling pattern — to increase the pavement temperature from ambient,” explains Patrick
Faster, national sales director for the Hot In-Place Recycling Division with Gallagher Asphalt.
After the preheaters, the next step is the processing machine, which is basically “a small asphalt plant going down the road,” says Faster. Paddles under the unit begin to collect
the heated, softened material into a windrow, which is fed into an on-board asphalt drum mixer.
In the horizontal drum mixer, the rejuvenating oil is uniformly applied and mixed while the heating process is maintained within the drum. The recycled hot mix is then
distributed out of the drum onto the pavement where it’s augered and placed through a traditional asphalt paving screed. The paving screed ensures proper slope and grade is
delivered to the final surface course.
Following the processing machine is a steel-drum vibratory roller that achieves specified density. Minutes later, the road is open to traffic.
In order for a process like Re-HEAT to perform correctly, the pavement must be structurally sound with no base failures or underlying drainage problems and be at least three
inches thick.
“We’re pretty particular about the roads we select,” says Faster. “We want to find the best candidate to perform work for that agency so that we’re invited back for the next
season.”
Re-HEAT has been successfully performed throughout the country, including in Chicago, Pittsburgh and Cleveland. Several cities, including Chicago, Milwaukee and Marietta,
GA, had the process incorporated into their resurfacing programs for 2012. Counties in Georgia, Ohio, Tennessee and Indiana are also including the process into their
preservation programs — as have state DOTs in Rhode Island, Illinois and Indiana.

Lancaster, CA
Lancaster, CA has a population of about 100,000 and is located in the high desert of Los Angeles County. Last summer, city officials approved the use of Re-HEAT to “get the
absolute best value for every construction and maintenance dollar the city spends,” they said in a release.
The project consisted of using the Re-HEAT process on approximately 115,000 square yards of asphalt on six different roadways. The roads varied from two-lane, lightlytraveled roads on the outside of Lancaster, to six-lane, heavily-traveled roads in the heart of the city, including a section of roadway in front of city hall.
Lancaster was the first city in California to adopt the pavement preservation technique. The efficiency, cost-effectiveness and eco-friendly nature of the process were key selling
points in the city’s decision to use Re-HEAT.
“With this kind of technology, residents can leave for work in the morning before we start the road work and come home to an entirely new street by the evening,” says Ray
Hunt, Lancaster’s capital engineering manager.
Resurfacing using the Re-HEAT process runs $9 to $11 per square yard compared to conventional resurfacing methods, which typically cost $12 to $15 per square yard.

Lancaster officials believe Re-HEAT can reduce the carbon footprint of roadway projects by 65%. The repaved streets are also expected to last longer. “Depending on the costper-ton for virgin mix in a given area, there may well be a savings of 10% to 35% over conventional mill and fill,” says Faster.

Other benefits of Re-HEAT
John Danello, Jr., pavement recycling superintendent for Gallagher, says there were many benefits to using Re-HEAT in Lancaster.
“The process uses 100% recycled materials and offers a 60% less carbon footprint than traditional processes,” he explains. “We feel it’s a benefit for everyone and the
environment. Additionally, as a contractor, you lower your liability by not having 20 to 30 heavy dump trucks in traffic and putting unnecessary wear-and-tear on the existing
roadways.”
Faster agrees about truck traffic, adding, “Heavy truck traffic is virtually eliminated. Trucks to haul grindings out and mix in are just are not there. On another project we
completed with Re-HEAT — a 10,000-square-yard segment of a larger project in the Chicago area — we eliminated 250 truckloads of material, had no lane closure and was
completed in three days versus two and half weeks for the conventional method.”
No lane closures is a huge benefit of Re-HEAT. “The Re-HEAT-processed roadways are done at the end of the day,” says Faster. “There is no lane closure, rather lane
restriction, for a short period.”
“This is a single-pass process,” adds Danello. “When we’re done for the day, the roadway is open to traffic, and the public can travel on a finished product. This minimizes the
amount of lane closures needed and lowers everyone’s exposure to traffic incidents and delays.”

Challenges
One of the greatest challenges of using a process like Re-HEAT is in transporting the equipment. Shepley Motors, an equipment-hauling company based in Thornton, IL, was a
great asset to Gallagher for this purpose.
“Mobilization through multiple states with an oversized load was a challenge,” says Danello. “Permits had to be procured in every state, and each state was unique in its
requirements and regulations. Thanks to some help from Shepley Motors, the process went smoothly.”
Danello says Shepley handled all the logistics —from procurement of permits to routing and working under tight time constraints — in order to get the equipment to Lancaster.
California regulations had to also be considered during the Lancaster project. “Specialized emission systems needed to be fabricated and installed in the equipment to comply
with California regulations,” says Danello. “Our engineering staff worked closely with the manufacture to develop a system that complied with all regulations and fit our
machinery while working under tight time constraints.”
One of the steepest challenges is getting municipalities and others to even consider trying a process like Re-HEAT.
“Educating municipalities, counties and DOTs is truly missionary work,” says Faster. “Attracting their attention with a cost savings is a start, coupled with quicker more
efficient technology and less user delays keeps them in the game. The fact is most agencies have $100 worth of problems and $50 to fix them. They have to be looking at things
like Re-HEAT.
“The best way to show an agency person is to have them roadside while the machines are performing,” he adds.
As always, the correct team of people can make or break a project. During the Lancaster project, many Gallagher team members had to travel across the country.
“Leaving your family to work across the country for 35 days isn’t an easy task,” says Danello. “We put together a core group of individuals that exceed the industry standards
in many ways. They all operate under the same principals of SQP — safety, quality and production. By being safe, we keep a healthy work force, which promotes cross
training and growth. Taking pride in what we do and providing a quality product, allows us to consistently set the industry standards and grow our business.
“Finally, staying focused, communicating and completing the first two tasks in order, allows our productions to continually increase without sacrificing safety or quality,” he
concludes.
Gallagher Asphalt has been building roads for nearly 85 years as an asphalt producer and contractor and recycling roads for over 65 years. “The Re-HEAT process is the next
generation of recycling that we’ve been working with for the past four seasons,” says Faster. It looks like they have a winner on their hands.
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